
Manto erboso denso, fine e attraente
Tollerante alla siccità e all’ombra
Adatto ad una vasta gamma di
terreni
Buon aspetto per tutto l’anno

CARATTERISTICHE

Lolium Perenne Esquire
42.1%

Lolium Perenne Jubilee
31.6%

Festuca Rubra Maxima
21.1%

Poa Pratensis Miracle
5.3%

GREEN STAR  
GREEN LINE a foglia fine 

Green Star produce una cotica erbosa allo
stesso tempo resistente e attraente.
Le cultivar di Lolium perenne accanto alle
Festuche rubra a foglia fine e alla Poa pratensis
permettono di realizzare un prato o un’area
paesaggistica eccellente per tutto l’anno.

Dose di semina

Altezza taglio

Periodo

30 gr/mq

4/5 cm

da febbraio a novembre

Scatola

Sacchetto

Sacco

Kg. 1

Kg. 3

Kg. 10



Ratings

Data from UK RSM data
Source: STRI UK (Scores 1-9, 9 = best) Source: BSA (Germany) - (1-9., 9 = best)

  Shoot 
density

Visual
merit

MeanDiseaseresistance   Ornamental Amenity Landscape

Maxima
14,7 4,5 4,6 6 Maxima 1 5 5 5

High stress tolerance 
Highly stress tolerant variety with an intermediate ranking on
RSM as well as on the STRI list.

The disease resistance of MAXIMA 1 is exceptionally good as
the results from Bingly show. The figures from RSM underline
the flexible use of MAXIMA 1.

It is as good in ornamental turf as in landscape. Thus this
variety fits very well in different type of mixtures. You can rely
on Maxima as the flexible variety. 

Nice Appearance throughout the Whole Year 
The general aspect of MAXIMA 1 is very stable over summer
as well as in winter and rated good at BSA trials. 

Colour

Density

Fineness

Salt tolerance

Red thread tolerance

Strong creeping red fescue
Maximal Benefit!

Medium green colour

Very good disease resistance

Stress tolerant

Very nice overall appearance

MAXIMA 1
Festuca rubra rubra
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Ratings

Performance for Lawn Use Performance for Sport Use

Colour

Density

Fineness

Salt tolerance

Rust tolerance

Wear tolerance

Red thread tolerance

Kentucky bluegrass
Superb rust resistance and attractive dark green
colour

Perfect for tall fescue mixtures 

High wear tolerance

Darker green colour

Medium-large leaves and density

Excellent mixture component 
MIRACLE has medium density and the leaves are quite large.
This fits very well with many tall fescues and the rather dark 
leaf colour allows to pick out perfect partners for mixtures in 
warmer regions. The rather aggressive growth allows also to 
compete in mixtures with perennial ryegrass. 

Very high rust resistance 
The high reistance to rusts is very appreciable in Poa
pratensis. As the species has apomictic behaviour in seed
production means that all plants in a variety are almost
identical from a genetical point of view and will all show
symptoms in case of lack of resistance. 

Source: STRI Table L2 2008 (Lawn Use) Source: STRI Table S2 2008 (Sport Use)

MIRACLE
Poa pratensis

Average 23 varieties Miracle Average 24 varieties Miracle
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Ratings

Turf quality Spring greenup

Colour

Density

Fineness

Salt tolerance

Rust tolerance

Wear tolerance

Shade tolerance

Red thread tolerance

Perennial ryegrass
Convincing by Performance!

Dark green colour

Multi-resistant

Very fast in establishment

Combining density and wear tolerance

Brilliant Future 
ESQUIRE is one of the few varieties needing hardly any
promotion. Since we started dispatching of seed for private 
trials we have had a very high positive feedback. Esquire's 
"field" performance is highly convincing! 

Multi-Resistant 
ESQUIRE resists well to winter damage and is tolerant to the
majority of diseases of importance in the European Union and
in North America; rusts, leaf spot, red thread and dollar spot. 

First Out of Starting-Blocs 
ESQUIRE takes off very early in spring with an impressive
density. This explains also a very good wear tolerance. This
is combined with good summer appearance and leaf fineness
above average. 

Source: NTEP USA Source: NTEP USA

ESQUIRE
Lolium perenne
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ESQUIRE Navajo Figaro ESQUIRE Navajo Figaro
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JUBILEE EG
A good choice for healthy

turf Lolium perenne

Source: Turfgrass Seed 2022, British Society of Plant Breeders

JUBILEE EG - Highest disease resistance and rust tolerance make this variety so popular with our customers! Good growth
and density with good wear tolerance (BSA 7/8/5) give JUBILEE EG excellent all-round properties and make this medium 
green variety an ideal mixing partner for a wide range of applications at an attractive price!

 Excellent rust resistance

 High vitality

 very good wear tolerance

 good growth

 Ideal mixing partner for all sports and lawns mixtures

Profile

STRI S1 - Sport uses
Mean

Recovery

Visual merit

Shoot density 

Fineness of leaf 

Disease resistance 

Winter greenness 

Summer greenness
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All specified informations, recommendations and representations mentioned here are made to the best of our knowledge and belief, but 
without guarantee of completeness or accuracy. We cannot guarantee that the properties described are repeatable. All information is 
provided as an aid to decision-making. Deutsche Saatveredelung AG excludes adhesion for damage or claims for damages, resulting of the
use for the variety specified in this description. Mixture compositions may change if individual varieties are not available. As of 01/2021. 
Subject to change without notice.

STRI L1 - Lawns, Landscaping
Mean

Slow regrowth 

Visual merit

Shoot density 

Fineness of leaf 

Cleanness of cut 

Disease resistance 

Winter greenness 

Summer greenness
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Source: Turfgrass Seed 2022, British Society of Plant Breeders
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